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Abstract

The magnetic top is defined by the property that the external

magnetic field B couples to the angular velocity u. as distinct from

the top whose magnetic moment is independent of angular velocity. This

allows one to construct a "gauge" theory of the top where the

canonical angular momentum s is analogous to the canonical momentum of

the point particle and the B field plays the role of the gauge

potential. Magnetic top has four constants of motion so that Lagrange

equations for Euler angles «,*>,;« (which define the orientation of the

top) are solvable, and are solved here. Although the Euler angles have

complicated motion, the canonical angular momentum s, interpreted as

spin, obeys precisely a simple precession equation. The Poisson

brackets of s allow us further to make an unambiguous quantization

of spin, leading to the Pauli spin HamilIonian. The use of canonical

angular momentum alleviates the ambiguity in the ordering of the

variables *,#>, x. P .P .P in the Hamiltonian. A detailed gauge theory

of the asymmetric magnetic top is also given.
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I. Introduction

Whereas the coordinates and momenta of quantum particles have a

classical origin or a classical counterpart, the spin is generally

thought to have no classical origin. It is. in Pauli words, "a

classicaly non-explainable two-valuedness" [1]. Thus, the spin and

coordinates are not on the same footing as far as the picture of the

particles is concerned.

In atonic physics the role of spin is enormous due to the

Paul 1-principle and spin statistics connection, although the numerical

values of spin orbit terms are small. In nuclear and particle physics

and in very high energy physics, these spin hyperfine terms turned out

to play an essential role, whose theoretical understanding is still

lacking (21. Even In the Interpretation and foundations of quantum

theory, the nature of spin seems to be rather crucial, and a need for

a classical model of spin has long been felt [3],

Our knowledge about the Importance of spin In all these areas

comes front the widespread and succesfull applicability of Pauli and

Dlrac matrices and spin representations of Galilei and Poincare

groups. Although there is no mystery in the mathematics of Pauli and

Dlrac matrices and in the construction of spin representations of the

Galilei and Poincare group there is actually some mystery in the

physical origin and in the visualization of spin.(It concerns the spin

1/2 as well as the higher spins ). Because of all those reasons there

has been In the past many attempts to identify Internal spin variables

and to make classical models of spin, both of Pauli [4-12] as well as

of Dirac spin [13-18].



But, none of the nonrelatIvistic spin models has been generally

accepted, either because none of the proposed models Is without

shorthcomlngs and difficulties or because the prevailing attitude of

physicists towards internal spin variables is, in Schulman's words: a

general uncomfortableness at the mention of internal spin variables

and a reliance on the more formal, but nevertheless completely

adequate, spinor wave functions which are labelled basis vectors for a

representation of S0(3) but are endowed with no further properties"

[10).

In this paper, we shall consider the nonrelativistic Paul! spin,

and a minimal classical model - in the sense of the smallest possible

phase space dimension - underlying the Pauli equation. Our classical

model of quantum spin is based on magnetic top, which we define as a

top whose magnetic moment is proportional to the angular velocity

(Chapter II). By solving the classical equations of motion of the

magnetic top we shall show that It has, by virtue of the special

coupling to the magnetic field, a unique property that the motion of

its magnetic moment is one dimensional (i.e. precession around the

magnetic field) whereas the top itself performs a complicated

three-dimensional motion (Chapters III and IV).

The motion of the magnetic moment of the magnetic top is

different in an essential way from the motion of the top which carries

magnetic moment fixed in the body frame. Namely, a magnetic moment

which Is fixed to the top performs a three-dimensional motion

(precession with nutation) since it shares the motion of the body to

which it is attached (Appendix A). This distinction is the consequence

of the difference in the form of the two Lagranglans. The potential in

the Lagrangian of magnetic top (Chapter II) is angular velocity

dependent whereas the potential of the top which carries magnetic

moment is velocity independent (Appendix A). Also, Hamiltonian of the

latter top is a simple sum of kinetic and angular velocity Independent

potential whereas Hamiltonian of the magnetic top is not of this form

(Chapter II).

It is necessary to realize those differences in order to

understand the difference between our work and previous works [8,9,10]

on the classical models of spin which were also based on the top.

In Rosen work, classical model of spin Is in fact the top with

angular velocity independent potential [8]. In our oppinion this model

is unsatisfactory because for quantum spin there exists the linear

relation jl = ys between magnetic moment operator ft and spin angular

momentum operator s, whereas, such a relation does not characterize

Rosen's classical model in which it is assumed that Hamiltonian is a

sum of kinetic energy Iuz/2 and potential energy -ji-B. But,

Hamiltonian is of this form only if the potential -ncB is independent

of angular velocity. But this is possible only if M IS independent of

spin angular momentum.

The Lagrangian of the magnetic top Is identical with the

Lagrangian of the Bopp and Haag [9] model of spin. But the procedure

of the construction of the Hamiltonian and subsequent quantization

procedures differ in our and in the Bopp and Haag approach (Chapter

VI).

Certain authors have argued in the past that the top is not an

appropriate wide) of spin, because Its configuration space (which Is

three dimensional) Is larger than It is necessary. Namely, in Nielsen

and Rohrllch words [11] "quantum-mechanical particle of definite spin

is essentially one-dimensional (since it is completely specified by
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the eigenstates of one coordinate) so Schulman's formulation seems

over complicated". It follows from our analysis that this remark Is

not applicable to the magnetic top because although Its configuration

space Is three-dimensional, the magnetic moment of magnetic top

processes around constant magnetic field (Chapter III). Moreover, in

the light of this result It becomes understandable why Pauli theory of

the spin motion in a magnetic field has been so successful despite the

fact that it avoids to answer the question as to what the internal

spin variables are and what the variables conjugate to spin are. The

explanation is simple. It is a satisfactory theory for those phenomena

for which only the motion of magnetic moment Is relevant. But, are

there phenomena determined by the motion of the magnetic top itself?

Our answer is positive. One example is the phase change of spinors in

magnetic fields (Chapter VII).

II. Lagrangian and Haailtonian of the symetric Magnetic top

As stated in the Introduction we shall use the word "top" to

denote the mechanical object whose orientation in the reference frame

Is described by three Euler angles #,<p,x- Magnetic top by definition

has a magnetic moment proportional to Its angular momentum i [19).

M = g i ( 1 )

The angular momentum t itself is proportional to the vector of angular

velocity 5 [19]

- I » - 1 ^ U ie t . I ^n-^j+^k)

e( are unit vectors of the coordinate system attached to the body and

whose orientation in the Laboratory frame are three Euler angles

«•«>,**)• i, J.k are unit vectors along the axis of the Laboratory

reference frame (Fig.1). The components of u in the Laboratory frame

u = cosy* + sln^
X

u = sinf>'# ̂  cos(i
y

(3)

The components of Z in the body-fixed frame, on the other hand are:

uz

u
3

= sin*

= sin*

=

sin*

C O S *

C O S *

•9

• <p -

• tp +

(4)

The kinetic energy T of the Tree symmetrical top is a simple function

of Z (or t).

+ (i + (p cose) ] (5)

According to classical electrodynamics the potential energy of the

magnetic moment H in a magnetic field B is

V = - M B (6)

Consequently, the Lagrangian takes the form:

(7)

But, for our magnetic top we assume that the relation (1) is valid. By

incorporating this relation into the Lagrangian we get

L = i^- + glu-B (8)

It Is important to realize that this Lagrangian is different, In an

essential way, from the Lagrangian studied in classical

electromagnetism, where H is a fixed vector in body frame and



independent of its angular velocity, as well as from the standard

gravitational coupling. But, It is Just due to the relation (1) that,

as we shall show, the motion of f is a simple precession around the

magnetic field. He prove this important result in three different

ways: from Lagrange, from Hamilton and from Polsson bracket formalism

which are all in agreement with the torque equation.

Since the potential energy In the Lagranglan (8) is velocity

dependent the Hamiltonian is not simply the sum of kinetic and

potential enery but has to be derived using the general procedure of

canonical mechanics.

For that purpose we first determine the canonical momenta p , p

and •V

p* =

p e

SL

3 #

die

li +

U P +

ni *

IgB^

COS0-

COS*-

il

«>]

+ IgB^

+ gIB ,

(a)

where

B_ = B cosv + B sine
? * y

B = Bsin«>sin«-B cosw sin* + B cos*
i" x y i

Following general procedures we need now to express #, p and x In

terms of ,p and p .

# = (P/D -

= {p -p eoss* - Ig(B - cos#-B . )}/Isln 0

<p -P cos# -

(10)

- cos0-B )}/Isin «

Because the dependence of the Lagranglan (8) on fl, <p and x is

through angular velocity 2 It Is useful 1 to express angular velocity u

through the canonical momenta pfl, p^ and p^.

= cos, p
sin.̂  cosO

-

cosy
sine

(11)

He shall now define a new vector quantity - canonical angular

momentum s, by

cosfl
sinfl rp

Sip COSfl
sin« p*

(12)

s - P..

It is seen from (11) that in the absence of an external magnetic field

the kinetic angular momentum t coincides with canonical angular

momentum s. or simply spin. As we are going to show, with the field

present 2 plays a role analogous to the role played by the kinetic

linear momentum of a point charged particle in an electromagnetic

field. Namely, taking into account the definition (12) the relation

(in takes the form

t = s - gIB (13)

The latter relation Is analogous to the relation between the

kinetic momentun it = mr and canonical monentum p of the charged point

particle in the electromagnetic field of the vector potential A.



L = g mq + e A q

3L
p = , n = ma

' 6k, ' '
(14)

p = mq + eA , roq = p - eA - Tt

Now we are ready to write the Hamiltonian of the magnetic top

according to

H " * P- v PV * x

Using (10),(11), (12) and (13) and after some algebra we obtain:

H = 21
M2
 = (• - gIB)

2
 = sf

of 8 = *21 21

(15)

(16)

So, again the form of the Ham 11 ton!an of the magnetic top in the

magnetic field B is analogous to the form of the Hamiltonian of the

point charge e in an electromagnetic vector potential A

H = (17)

gIB playing the role of eA, the moment of inertia I playing the role

of mass, and canonical angular moment, urn s playing the role of

canonical momentum p.

In order to stress the importance of the relation (1) for the

form of the Hami1tonlan, we write In Appendix A the theory of the top

with magnetic moment keeping a fixed angle * in the body frame, for

example along the direction e^ In this case potential energy is

Independent of u and Is of the form V • -tnBcostf.

III. Lagrange equations for the Magnetic top and

their solutions for constant Magnetic field

We shall now write and solve Lagrange equations of motion for

10

magnetic top in a constant magnetic field, assumed to be directed

along the z-axis of the space-fixed reference frame. This assumption

does not reduce the generality of our solution, since the orientation

of the Laboratory frame may be chosen conveniently. With this

assumption the Lagrangian (8) takes the form:

^ i2 i2 i? i (18)L = ^ costf] cos#)

Because this Lagrangian does not depende on <p and x the momenta p and

p are integrals of motion:

ar
d

at

- - — P =oa9 dt \

SL d

e-x - at

(19)

= p

x

Hence the corresponding two Lagrange equations reduce to t«o first

order differential equations:

ip * X COS* + gB = y? (20)

(21)<f cos* + cos* = yi

The third Lagrange equation is a second order differential equation

l 2 2 )

J * i> k sine + gB X slnfl = 0
a*

In order to solve the latter equation we shall substitute into

it the following expressions for <p and x

z
I sin #

p - p cos*

(23)

(24)

obtained from eqs. (20) and (21). The result Is

11



cos* p - P cos*p c
X <f = 0 (25)

I s i n * I sin*

Now we note the remarkable identities

p. - p.cos* p, - p cos*

d* sin*

sin2*

(26)

(27)
d* sin*

Uith the aid of those Identities we transform the equation (25) to any

one of the foilowing two forms:

P.. " P cos* p - p cos*

I sin* I sin*
(28)

p - p c o s * , p - p cos#
X <P d X *>

I sin*
d* I sine

Now multiplying both equations with * dt = d* we find

,2

= 0X *

I sin*

fp - p cos*
i2, J f VXd*'+ d

I sin*

- p cos*
V

I sin*

I sin*

tp - p cos** y °
I sin*

- D - V I sin*

(29)

(30)

(31)

So, we found two other integrals of motion. In order to find *(t) It

is sufficient to use one of them

12

= -A dt

1 -
3 - p I
X Jf

Alsin*

After some algebraic operations we recognize on the left hand side an

integrable function of x = cos*

d cos*
dt

a + b cos* + c cos *

where

cos «o- (»>o + gB)2cos2*o - 2xQ<,V0* gB)cos*

b = 2 p p / l ' : =

(32)

(33)

- [*2 + (i>o+ gB)2

The solution reads:

gB)J

cos* =

cos*

-A
2c

2 c

2c-cos* +b
v-c t + arcsln -=- . if 9 >02c o

2c-cos* +b

(34)

-v-c t + arcsln ) " -x- . if * <02c o

where

A = 4ac - b2 = -4<*S*2 sIn2«o[i2
+(^+gB)2J+sln**oiZ(po+gB)2) (35)

Therefore cos* oscillates with the period TQ = 2n/vcc' between the two

values cos* i and cos*2 determined by

13



a j-

cos* = -
1 2c

t^A - b
2c

(36)

Consequently, * oscillates with the same period T between the

corresponding values * and * ; T ,« ,* depending on the initial

conditions.

Now we are ready to determine *(t) and ^(t). By Integrating the

equation (23) we find:

,o = - gBt • J -*-
p - p cos*

dt = -
sin *

- p^cos* x

, , 2. d*

-gBt +

p - p cos*
X <f

Alsin*

d* =

(37)

1 -
Alsin*

or,

p - p cos*
<p[t)=<f -gBt + [arcsin — - - arcsin

Alsin* Alsin*

- [arcs i n
P - P COS0
X <P - arcsin

p - p cos*yV o

Alsin*

In an analogous way we obtain:

Alsintf
o

(38a)

],if * <0 (38b)

xlt)=xo* [arcsin
Dlsln*

- arcsin
p - p cosd
" X o

DIsini?
!, If

=xQ- [arcsin
p - p cos*

- arcsin
DlsimJ

p^ - p cos*n

Dlsln*
- ] . if * < 0

(39a)

(39b)

Note that only fp(t) depends on the magnetic field B.

Apart from the above general solutions, obtained under an

Implicit assumption that sin*»0, there exist particular solutions of

Lagrange equations, which are characterised by: 5in*S(t)=0 for any

value of t. Such solutions exist for initial conditions: <?0=0 or i90=i.

* =0, p /l=p /I=u> + y +EB. LaBrange equations (20-22) are then
0 1̂O XQ *0 0 6 6 6

equivalent to:

* = 0 ; ip + i * gB = (p /I ) - (p /I) = (p /I ) = (p /I ) (40)

The solutions of the latter equations are:

*(t)=*o=O or n ; *(t)+x(O = [(p /I )-gB] t+?0+;t0 (40a)

The fact that for those Initial conditions the equations give only the

dependence of (^+x) on t and do not give the dependence on t of each

angle separately is understandable. When the z-axis of the body frame

coincides with the z-axis of the laboratory frame the rotations

desceribed by ^(t) and *(t) are rotations about the same axis (z-axis)

and consequently the angles >̂(t) and *(t) do not appear separately but

together In a sum.

Having determined the solutions of Lagrange equations of motion

we may now determine the time dependence of the most important

quantity for our purpose, i.e. kinetic angular momentum (2) and

canonical angular momentum (spin) - (12). By virtue of the equations

(23) and (24) we find that t is a constant of motion
X

Ez = I [ - ^ - gB] = p^ -gBI = Ejo (41)

Further, taking Into account the relations (24) and (30) and

Introducing the angle c such that:

* = A cose

X sin* « A sine

or,

(42)

15



P^. " P,r

e - arcs In
Alsintf

a >0 ; c = n - arcsin
0

141a)

we can write £ and Z in the form
x y

Z = AI cos(y-e)
X

I = AI sint^-e)
y

Taking Into account the solution <p(t) given in (37) we obtain a simple

dependence of ip-c on t.

»>(t) - c = p - gBt - arcsin
0

p - p cosd

2 ?
Alsintf

, tf >0 (38a')

p - p cose
0 - it - gBt - arcsin , # <0
0 Alsintf °

(38b' )

Consequently, the dependence of £ and I on t is simple too. The

vector i precesces around the z-axis with the frequency u = -gB

forming fixed angle « with the z-axis.

AI
is = arctg

p - gBI

(43)

Taking into account the relation (13) between t and s we find that the

canonical angular momentum also precesses around time-independent

magnetic field B=Bk.

s = Z = p
<P

s = I = AIcos[« - gBt - arcsin
p - p cos*

Alsin*

s = £ - Alsint? - gBt - arcsin
p - p cos*

- | (l-sign#o)l

- " (l-sign« )] (44)2 °

In the case of motions described by the solutions (40a) neither 2 nor

s precess because for sin0(t)=O and #(t)=0 we have:

IS

E = 0 , £ = 0 . £ = p - gBI
x y i <?

s = 0 , s = 0 , s = p
x y I V

(41h )

But, at the same time the body rotates around 2 axis with the

frequency -gB+p /I, which is different from Larmor frequency w =-gB.

As we are going to prove in the following section, this result

reflects the fact that the potential V = -gl trB in the Lagrangian (8)

cones from the torque N = MxB which governs the motion of Z=lu

according to the well known torque equation. In fact we shall prove

that the Lagrcmge equations are equivalent to differential equations

for *(t!. (p(t) and x(t) resulting from the torque equation, and give

two other proofs of the spin precession equation.

IV.Th torque equation and its equivalence with Lagrange equations

We are going to demonstrate the equivalence of the torque

equation

^ = H = HxB = g
at

(45)

with the Lagrange equations (20),(21) and (22) by substituting into

the torque equation the expressions (3) for the components of the

vector u (assuming B=Bk).

-TT- I Cosip h +

-rr- [sin<p * - cosp

— (f * cos#

sin* gB(sln(p * - cos(p sin* j)

- gB(cos<p & + sln<p slnO

(46)

(47)

(48)

eq, (48) we obtain Immediately one of the Integrals of motion,

+ cos# (49)

But, this equation is equivalent to the Lagrange equation (20), the

17



relations between the constants being:

E = P - gBI (50)

Next, by multiplying the equations (46) and (47) by cosji and sinp

respectively, and summing the resultant expressions, we find the

Lagrange equation (22). The third equivalence between the Lagrange and

torque equations may be established after the following operations.

First, we multiply (20) with -cose and sum with (21). This gives:

X sin i? = — ^ - cosfl

Differentiation of the latter equation gives:

. . P,. .
sine * 2cos0 « » 0

(SI)

(52)

One obtains the same equation by multiplying Eqs. (46) and (47) with

cosif and -sln^>, respectively and then summing the resultant

expressions. Hence the equivalence is proved.

V. Hamilton's equations for the magnetic top

From (16) we easily derive Hamilton's equations jr the magnetic

top
ail H~

— j — = —f— - g(B cosip + B sin<p)
9p I " x y

p - p cosO B sinji-B cosip

V =

an

t X
sin»

p - p costf B sin(p-B cos<f

S
Isin2# sin#

- B )

(S3a)

18

gB

«-?Uo

I sin #

- p cosfl)
<P X

cost? - p )
X <Q

- - S H - 0 (53b)

By taking B along the z axis, we obtain the simpler equations

: .. _ „ . <P -P,cosfl)(p,

I sin

p, - p
- gIB const. (54)

I sin2*

PX ' = 0 p = const.

We see that Hamilton equations for if and x are identical with the

equations (23) and (24) which were derived form the Lagrange equations

(20) and (21).By combining the equations for # and p^ through

'* " P/1

we find the Lagrange equation (25).

Now we shall show that Hamilton's formalism for magnetic top

leads also to the torque equation for the motion of spin t. For this

purpose we shall use the Poisson-bracket formalism.

By applying the general dynamical equation for any quantity

u(qa,pa) in phase space <qa.Pa> = («. <P. X, P^. P . P ). for the equations

of motion of the angular momentum S we find:

as1 az 3H ai SL m az
' J - ' J

(55)

For the Polsson brackets of spin components we find after some

calculation

19



X y Z Z

{I ,1 } = -I - gIB
x i y y

(j,n = -i - gie
I y x x

We have also from (16)

x flH y

T" ' W " I
y

(56)

SH _ z

5z~ ~ I
(57)

By substituting (56) and (57) into (55) we find again the torque

equation (45), I.e.

dl
-rr^ = g(E B - I B ) ,
al y x z y

I B - I B ) , -rr̂zx x z at S B - X B )x y yx

(58)

It is well known that It follows from (58) that f is a constant of

motion

^=- = 0 (S3)

dt

Before we start to quantize this system let us note that due to

the equalities

= ~ (60)
3q clcj 5q ' 3p 5p

we have the following Important relations

(61)

Taking this relation Into account we find the Poisson brackets of the

components of the canonical angular momentum or spin vector s.

<s i ( s ) = E( fcsk (62)

as well as the dynamical equation for a

a? - « 8xB (58' )

20

VI. Quantum magnetic top

In order to quantize the motion of the magnetic top. we shall

apply two standard quantization procedures: i ) Canonical quantization

and li°) Schrodinger quantization. The third form of quantization, the

path integral formalism, will be discussed separately.

1 ) Canonical quantization

It is well known that in the framework of this formalism one

passes from the classical to the quantum case by replacing the

classical dynamical variables f(p,q), g{p,q), etc. by operators F,C,

etc. In some Hilbert space of states, in such a way that the Lie

product in the space of classical functions, defined as a Poisson

bracket:

U' g' dq dp 8p dq

i s replaced by the Dirac commutator (quantum Poisson bracket)

{F,G}Q = G - G F) = (63)

which now plays the role of the Lie product in the space of operators.

The Dlrac Lie product conserves the structure of a Lie algebra of

classical functions with Poisson bracket as the Lie product. The

equation of motion for a dynamical variable F now reads

dt Ih [F'H1 = <F'H}

where H is Hamilton operator associated with the classical

Hami1tonian H(p.q).

The basic quantity of the magnetic top is the canonical angular

momentum s. Taking into account the Poisson brackets (62) of the

21



components of s and the requirement that the quantum Poisson bracket

<s ,s >Q have to conserve the structure of the classical Lie algebra

we may immediatly write the Dirac brackets of the components s of the

operator of canonical angular momentum s.

{s , s r - e s
I J ijk k

(64)

It follows straightforwardly that the commutators of the components of

s have to be:

| s , s ] = s s - s s = lh £ s
1 j i j j 1 ijk k

(6S)

One further step leads now to Hamilton operator of the quantum

magnetic top. In the classical Hamiltonian (16) canonical angular

momentum s has to be substituted by the operator s.

H = -4? g s-B + ? 4 ^ - (66)

The components of the well known Pauli spin operator

(67)

satisfy the commutation reiations (65) and t" refore Paull

operators represent one possslble representation of quantum canonical

angular momentum operators. But of course there are many ot..f?r higher

dimensional representations.

In the two-dimensional spin space spanned by two eigenstates of

s :

(68)

the contribution of the terra -|y- + 8 * to the eigenvalues is

constant (independent of the state) and we may argue that those two

terms in the quantum Hamiltonian give a constant energy shift. In this

22

and p^. But this

way we conclude that Pauii Hamiltonian

H = -g s-B = -g(h/2) c-B

is the dynamical part of the Hamiltonian and one of the quantum

representations of the magnetic quantum top.

One shorthcoming of this representation is that it does not

contain quantum analogues of fl, <p, x and p^,

shorthcoming may be removed by applying the Schrodinger quantization

[221.

ii°) Schrodinger quantization

In Schrodinger quantization, with canonical momenta p p and

p one associates the operators of canonical momenta p p , p .

D => D = -ih — • p =» p = -ih |- ; p =» p = -ih %~ (70)
tf •d dQ <p <P dp X X &X

By substituting into (12) the canonical momenta P^. P .p in terms of

the above operators, we find the differential representation of the

operators s ,s ,s .

3
ih [-cosV _ *

costf 3 sin*> S

3 cos* 3 cos» 3
-ih [sin* as • cos* - ^ _ - - ^ ^

s = -ih r (71)

It is easy to see that commutators of the above differential operators

satisfy the commutation relations (6S). By squaring the operators (71)

and by summing the resultant expressions we obtain the differential

representation of the operator s .

a*
slnv

(72)

The differential representation of the Hamilton operator [66) reads:
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H = - gy f— * ctgtf — + { — + _ _ ) - 2
9# 3d sin » Si dx

As in the case of Pautl representation, in the subspace spanned by

the eigenstates of s . associated with the eigenvalue s(s+l), the

contribution of the first two terms to energy eigenvalues is

independent of the states. The remaining term is another possible

representation of the Paul! Hamiltonian.

a
Hp = -gi (s = 1/2 , B = Bk ) (69a)

He want to stress here that s is quantum analogue of the

canonical angular momentum s and not of the kinetic angular momentum

f. In the absence of the field the angular momentum t coincides with

the canonical angular momentum s. In the works of Bopp and Haag (9]

and Dahi 113] the operators (71) and (72) have been derived starting

form the free top and from the angular momentum £ = Iu espressed

through the momenta p] and p_ of two point particles at points with

radius vectors r and r (with constant mutual angle u).

£ = Iw = pixrj + pexr2 (73)

Judd [23) associated the same differentia! operators with t = Iu of

the free top using the correspondance rule (70). Rosen also uses those

differential operators 18).

The subsequent procedure of Bopp and Haag in the presence of the

field consists In the following steps: They substituted the

expressions (9) for p^.p^.p^ valid in the presence of the field into

the following relation between angular momentum components I ,Z , I
X y i

(denoted In their paper by 1I=(K,H,B) ) and canonical momenta
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costf

M = E = sinai
y y y

M = Z = p

COS*
—;—— p
sinfl x

cos*
siniS

B = 0

(74)

But, as it Is seen from (11) this latter relation is valid in the

absence of the field. In this way Bopp and Haag obtained the relation

JJ! - H\ + JIT - fu + gIB (75)

which they substituted into H expressed through O, <p, x, #. V. X (H=I(j2/2).

In this way they found:

K ^ l ! - g JJ1-B + § ^ (76)

In the next step Bopp and Haag claim that the quantum analogue of D1 is

the operator (71).

In the above reasoning the Justification of the use of the

relations (74) in the presence of the field is missing. Consequently,

the theoretical meaning of the relation (75) (the relation (36) in

Bopp and Haag paper) is missing too. In our reasoning, which strictly

follows the standard procedure for the construction of the Hamilton!an

(which has to be considered as a function in phase space

*. <P- X- P-. P .P and not as a function of 6. <p. x, «p 9, X) we obtain the

relation (11) which takes the place of Bopp and Haag relation (36).

But, then we define In (12) a new quantity s and we look for the

quantum analogue of this quantity. In this way we make a clear

distinction between angular momentum trlu and canonical angular

Momentum n and this distinction Is theoretically Justified in the

framework of Hamlltonlan formalism. Moreover, the analogous
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distinction between the kinetic momentum mv and canonical momentum p

is standard in the gauge theory of point particles. On the other hand,

theoretical status of Bopp and Haag quantities HI, HI" and Tfi has not

been established.

The quantization based on the form (66) of the Hamiltonlan has

one more advantage. One discovers this advantage if one tries to

quantize on the basis of the Hamiltonlan expressed through phase space

variables *.*.X.Ptf.P . P •

_ 1 f 2
" 27 (P9 . 2 p p

<f> X
_ g B p (16' )

sin'tf r A sln'0 r

The direct substitution of the phase space variables by operators (70)

into the above form of H leads to the operator which differs from

Hamilton operator (68a) by the absence of the terms -(h /2I)ctg* •=-;.
Off

This difference Is due to the ambiguity in the ordering of

*.#•. X. P,,. P .P In (16'). It seems that the use of canonical angular

momentum implicitly alleviates this ambiguity and provides the correct

ordering.

VII The states of the quantum magnetic top

s = 1/2

With Paul I representation of the spin operators, the associated

I K l
quantum states are the spinors which are linear combinations of

two basic states L I and I. I, namely the elgenstates of cr .

0 * • IS)
The two elgenstates of the Paull Hamlltonian are very often written In

terms of the polar (0 ) and aslmuthal (̂  ) angle of the vector B.

/2
[ o o s (*j> / 2 )

/2
\-;6 ,<p >1 B *B

[-sin(*B/2)L|e
-i.

cos(0 (78)

In this way of writing one stresses the fact that the eigenstates of

the spin Hamlltonian in a magnetic field are the eigenstates of the

component s of the spin operator s.

As Is well known, the differential operators (71) and (72) can

act on larger spaces of states than the space of Pauli spinors and

these spaces are richer In informatoins than are the Pauli states. The

operator eZ has the eigenvalues s(s+l) where s takes all integer and

half Integer values. In the corresponding subspaces DB the two-valued

representations of the Rotation group are realized [9J.

In the case of s=l/2, which is of interest to us here, the basic

states of D are usually chosen to be the eigenstates of s which

are the following functions of e,<p, % [9,13].

U-l/2lV'*'"
sinU/2) (79a)

sin(«/2)

U - , , 2 ( * ^ ; (79b)

Therefore, the use of differential operators (71) Instead of Pauli

operators (67) implies the description of spin states by probability

amplitudes u and their linear combinations instead by matrices

and I and their linear combinations.
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Is there any advantage of us ins—wave functions—u—(-0, y, %)

describe spin states rather than Pauli spinors I ?

The first advantage is that with u {•d,ip,x1 the spin is no longer

a strange and abstruse quantum-mechanical object but it becomes now

the true quantum-mechanical object fitted into the general

quantum-mechanical framework. From this advantage follows the second

one. It is related to the understanding of the law of transformation

of spin states under rotation.

The property of spinors to change sign under 2JT rotation

which Is a consequence of the law of transformation of spinors under

rotation for an arbitrary angle a

-: (ct/2) (r +a)/2
R (a) +; 0 , if >=e
z ' B B

f ;W = e

cosds

sind^/2)

cos(«

(80)

has been the subject of studies (both theoretically and

experimentally), discussions and controverises [25-31]. The source of

controversies lies In the difficulties to physicaly understand this

property. Namely, If one uses for the states L and I 1 the usual

physical picture of the spin vector along z-axis, one can hardly

understand what Is the physical reason for the phase changes by -H and

it under 2 R rotation [32,33].

It seems that these difficulties are removed If one Interpretes

the spin property as a manifestation of the Interaction between a

magnetic field and magnetic top such that u (#,^,^) is the probability
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amplitude of the angles 0,ip.X under this motion. The effect of R (a)

on u (v, if, x)

- (<p-a

R (a) u (0, ¥>. cos(0/2)

x)
sin(0/2) /2n/ (81)

is seen to be due to the change of the angle <p by -a.

In our study of the classical magnetic top we saw that to the

simple precession of spin with frequency -gB corresponds a more

complicated motion of the magnetic top, in which the angles f and x

are very complicated functions of time. In the absence of precession

of spin (when spin Is along the z-axls) the body rotates with

frequency -gB+p /I which is different from Larmor frequency u =-gB.

Consequently, when the azymuthal angle ^(t)-c(t) of spin vector

changes by -a (or does not change at all), the orientation angles

0, if, x change by some angles ifl, Lip, &x respectively. This means that

when ¥>(t)-e(t) changes by 2TT (or zero) Ai9, &tp, and hx do not

necessarily lead to the Initial orientation.

He expect that those differences in the motions of the angular

momentum and of the body, in the classical case, have their

counterparts tn the quantized motions. They might explain the strange

transformation properties of spinors under rotation. But, the full

understanding requires more detailed study of the quantized motion of

the magnetic top.

VIII. The Asymetric Magnetic Top

It seems worthwhile to generalize the above study to the case of
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!<•*>»: » J* W<
«*••

Jt-tf % !«• - •'

an asymmetric top for which the simple relation (2) between the

kinetic angular momentum £ and the angular velocity u is no longer

valid. Instead the following relation holds

= V I u e (82)

where e are unit vectors along the body fixed frame for which the

moment of inertia tensor is diagonal. In addition, we shall assume.

Instead of relation (1), the more general relation between the kinetic

angular momentum and magnetic momentum

i I

Consequently, the Lagrangian of the magnetic top in a magnetic field

B=Bk reads

I (J 1 U ~I 0}

LI (84)

where B are the components of B in body-fixed frame

s ine sin*

B = J B e = B sinO cos* , and B. = I .g .B. (85)

' cos*

As in the case of the symmetric top, the three coordinates which

determine the orientation of the top in the laboratory frame are:

q( = #, qa = if, q3 = * (86)

Since the components of the angular velocity u are linear functions,

eq,(4), of the time derivative of the angles, it is appropriate to

write the set of relations (4) in matrix form

where

C(q)

a = C(q)-q

cos* sin* slnj;

-sin;( sin* cos*

0 cos*

(87)

(8B)

Using this notation we write the Lagrangian (84) as

1 PI i«i

Consequently, the canonical momenta are:

with A = F C B = J " C B ,i.e.
k ^ Ik 1 *• ki 1

sin* cos* - g 2

g I sin S sin x * g I s l n o cos * * g 1 cos <JA = B

We shall define the quantity:

it = E C T C q
k ''ml l k \

ml

or, in matrix form

it = C T C q

where C = I C and C is the transposed matrix of C.

I
_ 1

1COS*

sin*

0

!

I
l

2

sine

sintf

sin*

cos*

I COS0
3

0

0

I

c =

It follows from (91) that

where

(84a)

(89)

(90)

(91)

(92)
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(CV =

COS*
I

sin*
I sln«

sin* cosd
I^lntf

cos*

- sin*

0

I

cos*
1 sin*

cosx cosO
I sintf

sin*
Sinfl

cos*
sino

0

0

0

1
I

sin*
sin* C

:os#

cos*
- sin* cos°

1

(93)

In order to express q'* in terms of it'" we need the product C 1(C T)"

which reads:

sin2* i l .
I I '

cosj_£in* I _ )_
sin* lI I J

(

sinO I I

' fsin
2;t cos2*,

sinj: cose. 1 I. .
sin* T " I

. a z
,sin x + cos Zi

sin^ cos^f 1 _ 1̂  . costf
(T 1 ~T
i 2 sin tf

cos2*, cosjVsin3* cos2*wl
I 2 I I I
z sin O I 2 3

with the aid of matrix elements g( , the relations (92) read

(94)

(92a)

Having expressed velocities q In terms of momenta p we are now

ready to construct the Haniltonlan of the asymmetric top starting from

the general relation

I
H = p q - L = (p q - A q) - ({C (95)

t

Using (92) the first two terms take the form

The next step is to express kinetic energy through it.

I
T = [2-((C

l

= 12 . i

It follows now that

H = \ (it rr) = l ^

I (p - A) C (p - A) = I

= T - g (p - A)

(p - A), (p - A

(p - A)=

(96)

Eqs. (92a) and (96) suggest to interpret glb[(q) as the metric

tensor In the space of the kinetic momenta.

The more explicit form of H reads:

1
2T

cos,

sin

] —

cos,
sine

cos^

sin2*

1 2

2

M ,vV
(96a)

For the symmetric top (I =1 =1 =1) and for g =g =g =g, the above

Hamlltonian reduces to the form given In (16').

Hamilton and Lagrange equations follow directly from the above

expressions for Hanlltonlan and Lagrangtan.
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Canonical angular momentum

Let us now express the canonical angular momentum s through the

canonical momenta p ,p ,p . For this purpose we shall substitute the
9 9 X

relations (87) and (92a) Into (82).

i = i i, v , • f 'if c. A-, " f x.f c^tc-'tcV1^

£ = (cV n = (cV p - (CT)"1 A

i =

cos*

- sin*

0

sin*
sin*

sin*

0

sin*
sin* cos*

P*"A*
p - A
<f V
p - A
* *

(97)

If we compare the latter relation with the relations (12) and (13) we

conclude that In the phase space expression of t for asymmetric top

the first term is the seme function of phase space variables as Is the

function s defined In (12). So, we shall call the quantity

cos* pfl

sin* p..

5i2* p -
sin* *V

cos*
sin* p«

sin*
—.—9 cos# p
sin* **

cos*
—; 5 COS* p
sin* K*

" I s,e, (98)

the canonical angular momentum, or simply spin of the asymmetric top.

The conponents of s in the laboratory frame are Identical with the

ones given in (12). To the quantity £ {(C T)~'A) e we shall give the
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a - I ((CT)"1A)iei
i

Its components in the body frame are:

sin*

(99)

(99a)
a = g 1 sin* cos*

a3 = 83I3 cos*

The relation (97) turns into:

2 = s - a O7a)

Now it is a matter of simple algebra to express the Hamiltonian of the

asymmetric magnetic top In terms of its spin

1 I -1 i 1 r"1 I - 1
1* V 2

Z 7 C C
* , Ji m

a i is -3 1

2 E EjZtT = E TT = £ ̂ 2l
(100)

A remarkable simplification occurs if we choose the constants g

that we introduced in (83) to satisfy g( = g /lj. Then the Lagrangian

and Hamiltonian become

L \ g (101)

Components of the spin vector in the body frame satisfy the following

equations of motion:

3Z <Js 3s 3Z 5H

as.



.-*W: (102)

Appendix A: Top with magnetic moment fixed in the body frame

A top is fully characterized and specified by Its coupling. In

this paper we have defined and studied magnetic top characterized by a

velocity dependent magnetic moment. In order to make more clear our

argumentation tha the magnetic top is the more appropriate classical

model of spin we shail present here a theory of the top which carries

the magnetic moment m attached to the body, therefore having a fixed

orientation in the body frame. That implies that the magnetic moment m

is independent of the angular velocity (for If m were dependent on

angular velocity w it could not be constant In the body frame).

Consequently, the coupling with magnetic field B is velocity

independent

V = -m-B (jil)

This potential has the same form as the potential of the mechanical

top (with mass m and center of mass coordinate R) In the
o

gravitational field g

V = -mo R g (A2)

m being analoguous to m B and B playing the role of the gravitational
a

field g.

We shall deal here with the axlally symmetric top (I =1 *l ) and

shall assume that •> is along the body z-axls. I.e. m a e . Then, making

B along the z-axis of the laboratory frawe (B=Bk), which does not

reduce the generality of our results, we write the Interaction

potential V in the form
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V = -m B cosfl < ^

The Lagrangian Is the difference of kinetic and potential energy terms

li 2 !3 2
cos-9

J 2= J- (02 + i>2 sin2*) + =2. (i +*> cose)2 + m B cos* M4)

In order to construct the Hamiltonian we follow the usual procedure.

Canonical momenta are the following functions of 0, <p and x

p = ^ = I i
*" a*

p = - I sin2* ip + I (x + f cose) cos*

p = = I Ax
X 3X

(AS)

Now one expresses velocities *, <p and x in terms of canonical momenta

* = (p./I )

ip = {p - p cos*)/] sin 0
V X I

X = p /I - <p -p C0SS>cos0 /I sin
y 3 u> ry 1

M6)

By substituting the latter expression Into T and

one obtains

P q = # P / <P P^ * X

Z 2 2 2 2
p- p p p cos e

4. -̂ u. T. .«. *̂

cos*

i 3 21^1^0 21^1^0 I( sin
Z3

] (JI7)

and consequently

H(#, V, X-P^Pf'P^ ~ * Pfl * * Pv * X

Pj, P p p COS # P p COStf
-T + v- * * x + * a: JVl*
" 2I~ 5T~T z 2 5

3 2Itsin # 2 1 ^ ^ # IjSin #

B cosfl
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Therefore, in agreement vith the general theory, to the Lagranglan

with velocity Independent potential there corresponds a Hamlltonian

which is a simple sum of kinetic and potential energy terms. The

Hamlltonian (16) of the magnetic top does not have this property,

again in agreement with the general theory, since the Interaction term

in the Lagranglan (7) is dependent on velocities <>,<p and x-

Hamilton's equations of motion

The first three Hamilton's equations are the eqs.(A6). The

remaining three read:

2 i (

" Pj. m
6$

-p cos* - p cos* •* 2

M(l+cos

I sin3*
+ mB s i n e

U 9 )*> a<t> ' H* si

Comparing the equations (*) and [AS) with Hamilton's equations (54)

of the magnetic top we find that equations for *,p and p in both

sets are the sane whereas the equations for 9,x and p. are different.
*

Since the Hamiltonlan of the top with velocity Independent magnetic

moment is identical to the gravitational top, the corresponding

Hamilton's equation are Identical too. Extensive discussions of these

solutions are to be found In literature (24]. Here we shall review the

well known qualitative analysis [19].

Two immediate first Integrals of notion are:

I Ax * •> cos*) « I u
J J 3

p^ « I^in2* f + lAx * f cos*) cos* - p

Since the system Is conservative the total energy Is the third

Integral of motion
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V = =i =3 _*E

' 3

mB

Only three additional quadratures are needed to solve the problem.

From the above three integrals It Is possible to express <p. X and 0 as

functions of fl and constants of notion:

. P»n " P^n
 cos<>

(-411)

- c o s v

- p COS0
PX0

ll sin fl
(/12)

. . 2
- p COS#J

21 sin *
cos* = E - ̂ =- * E'

The equation M13) differs from the corresponding equation (31) of the

magnetic top by the presence of the term mB cosv>. As we are going to

see. due to the presence of this tern the equation M13) leads to an

elyptlc Integral (with cubic polynomial under the integral sign). On

the other hand the equation (30) leads to the equation (32) with

square polynomial and therefore is integrable. From (/13) i t follows:

i lt sin* = [sln2tf 2Ij(E* - mBcos*) - (p - p cos«)2]1 / 2 M14)

t = - \ d(eos*)/[2I (l-cos^KE'-mBcosfl) - (p -p cos*)2]1 '2 (/115)
COS*(0)

Since the solutions of the equation M15) cannot be written in an

analytic form, the sane Is valid for the solutions of equations Mil)

and (J12). But, the qualitative features of the solutions *(t) of the

equation M13) are known [19]. They are pictured on Fig.3 In which the

possible shapes for the locus of the body axis e on the unit sphere
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are Indicated. Recalling that m was assumed to be along e^. this

figure presents also the motion of the magnetic moment m fixed with

the body. Therefore, in follows the motion of the body, quite different

from M and M of the magnetic top which move with respect to the body.

So, B performs a complicated motion (precession with nutation) whereas

j! and M simply precess.
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Footnote

*We consider here in the text, for simplicity, the summetrlc top. The

assymetrlc top Is treated in Chap. VIII.

Figure captions

Fig. 1. Orientation of the top In the Laboratory reference frame is

described by Euler angles «,¥>,*•

Fig. 2. Illustration of possible shapes for the locus of the magnetic

moment on the unit shere In the cases: a) Magnetic top, b) Top

with magnetic moment fixed along the z-axis of the body frame.
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